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Journey
T H E  P A R E N T

This month’s feature article is beautifully
poignant, educational, and important. This is
an article that I hope everyone will read, pass
on to those impacted by the death of
someone’s child, and take to heart. 
The article below was written by Margaret

Balian. Margaret is Cathy Shomer’s dear
friend. Cathy is married to Paul. Cathy and
Paul have been grieving since August 2011
when their beautiful daughter Quinn died.
Margaret has been grieving, too. This story is
about what it means to be a friend to
someone whose child has died, what she has
learned as a friend, and how she came to
know these truths.  
One more thing before we begin. In my

interview with grief therapist and suicide
specialist Dr. Jack Jordan (please be sure to
read this month’s The Sibling Voice and my
interview with Dr. Jordan), he states— 
Grieving parents and siblings, and grieving

individuals in general, have a right and need to
learn how to protect themselves from hurtful
people. Most people say the wrong things because
they are unaware of their impact on the grieving
person, but there are also those who either think
they know what is best for someone who is
grieving or who deliberately say and do hurtful
things. Unfortunately, grieving people need to
learn how to manage those situations, which is a
learned skill that people can acquire with good
support. They learn them by educating themselves
about grief, by receiving support from others, and
through a process of trial and error. This is easier
for some and harder for others. Some grievers
(children and adults) in the beginning are so

fragile and vulnerable that they are caught off
guard and end up letting inappropriate comments
slide, walking away feeling even more hurt.
Others are able to let people know that what was
said or done was either hurtful or not comforting.
Once the child (or adult) becomes more confident,
they can begin to choose to either avoid people
who continually hurt them, or, if they stay
engaged, let the other person know that their
comment was hurtful.
We start Margaret’s article by taking her

final paragraph and repeating it right at the
opening. We should all be so fortunate to
have a friend like Margaret. I hope you
already do. Here is her story, written in honor
of Cathy and in loving memory of Quinn.

An intense subject that deeply impacts

the lives of grieving parents is the way

others treat them after their child has died.

Well-meaning individuals often say hurtful

things, think they understand

grief or how a person is

supposed to be grieving, and

regularly abandon parents over

the long haul. This piles hurt on

top of hurt. That is why I believe

this quarterly edition of The

Parent Journey is one of the most

important newsletters we have ever

published. I implore each and every one of

you to share this with anyone you deem

appropriate, save it for future reference for

yourself and others, and help educate your

loved ones about how to best support you

as you continue along your journey of

rebuilding your life without your child.

PLEASE make sure to also read this

issue of The Sibling Voice, as it is the final

in our series on losing a loved one to

suicide, which impacts not only siblings,

but parents and others all over the world.

april - june 2012

~ Susan Whitmore
founder & president

a griefHaven newsletter for grieving parents and those who support them

where hope resides

One Of The Most 
Important Newsletters
We Have Ever Created

ending the hurt: such
an easy thing to do
by susan whitmore



Cathy was a wonderful mother more than
anything else. We began planning long-term
developmental activities for our babies, from
interactive puppet shows to music
appreciation classes…anything and everything
for our new little loves.  
At the height of our plans, Quinn’s tummy

was a little off, and her eating erratic, which
had been  fairly normal for her, since she had
been a finicky eater from the beginning. Until
now, we hadn’t thought much of it. Cathy and
Paul decided to check into it further “just in
case….” A routine blood test came back

If you are a close friend of a grieving
parent, I beg you to take these words to heart.
If you know a close friend of a grieving
parent, I urge you to pass this article along to
them. It may be the greatest act of kindness
you will ever do. And please tell them to reach
out to griefHaven to find out what to say and
do. That is the best gift of true love and
friendship—learning how to support
someone in the most loving and respectful
ways possible. In that way, you are a part of
the healing process. 
Cathy is my dear friend. Eight months ago

her daughter Quinn died. I continue to
struggle and learn all I can regarding how to
best support and honor her grieving process.
Even so, something I never thought I would
encounter is the shocking lack of compassion
being exhibited by some of her closest friends
and family members. Cathy’s additional
suffering at the hands of well-meaning friends
and family could have been avoided if only
they had reached out to educate themselves
about what life is like for someone whose
child has died and the type of support she
needs in order to feel loved and cared for.
After all, the information is out there, and

learning what to say and
do (and what not to say
and do) can be the major
difference in how a
grieving parent is able to
go on and rebuild their
lives without their child.
I only know about this
truth because I did reach
out and receive that
education.   
Cathy and I had our

babies the same week and
in the same hospital; we met
in a mommy group soon
after. She and her husband Paul stood out
right away as two of the nicest people I had
ever met. What stood out even more was their
beautiful daughter, Quinn. Unforgettable at
first sight: gorgeous red hair, a smile to take
your breath away, and a look on her face that
made you think she knew something…
something good. 
I hit it off with Cathy from the start, not

only because there’s so much to love about
her, but also because she is a fantastic mother.
After waiting 44 years to have my own child,
dreaming of it all the while, I respected that
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encounter is the

shocking lack of

compassion being

exhibited by some of her

closest friends and

family members.”
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stop hurting my grieving friend
by margaret balian

(top) Margaret with her friend, Cathy (bottom) Quinn



abnormal, so Quinn was
hospitalized for more testing. When
I arrived at the hospital that
morning, Paul took the opportunity
to run a quick errand. A nurse came
in to draw blood, and since Paul was
not there, I went along with Cathy
and Quinn to a special kid’s room
down the hall. Quinn cried at first,
but rather quickly calmed down. Just
looking up at her calm and loving
mommy seemed to soothe her. And
if she tired of that (which she never
did), I was there trying to sing and
act out all the verses to Five Little Ducks That I
Once Knew. I was getting the song all wrong,
nervous in my desire that she be distracted and
not in pain. Quinn, as lovely and forgiving as
ever, was just enjoying the show. We knew
nothing of what was to come. I now linger on
those memories. I close my eyes and picture
Quinn’s sweet face.
The diagnosis soon followed, and

everything changed forever. Quinn had
Neuroblastoma, a rare childhood cancer. The
kind that she had was even rarer, and it was
already in Stage 4. As dire as that sounds, not
for one minute did we believe that Quinn
would not win the fight of her life. Bright red
“Team Quinn” bracelets went out to Cathy
and Paul’s many friends and family members,
and everyone wore them religiously as a
reminder to picture Quinn healthy and
well—to “know” she would beat this. A
delivery dinner train was set up for them at
the hospital. They were immediately
surrounded by the love, hope, and support of
family and friends. 
Quinn’s fighting spirit was deceptive; she

gave us no indication that she wasn’t going to
make it. For example, her side effects to the
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“It was hard enough to watch Cathy struggle to find a

reason to get out of bed every day, but to see other

people add insult to her injury was infuriating.”
chemo ranged from wanting to play with her
lopsided music table into the wee hours of the
morning to dancing and trying to learn how to
walk. Maybe it was for the best that we were
deceived—that we couldn’t see it coming—
because nothing can prepare you for the loss of
such a young and beautiful life. 
I was on the other side of the country when

I got the call that Quinn, six months after her
diagnosis and intensive treatment, had
unexpectedly died in her sleep. Cathy was
inconsolable. I froze. I was at a complete loss.
Any words I tried to offer up to Cathy seemed
completely inadequate for the horror that had
just occurred. I had no special background
that I could call upon. I’d never had a friend
whose child died. Few people have. Surely
there was something I could say or do that
would make it better. I called my minister, and
he said to simply say how sorry I was. Later I
would understand how wise his words were,
but at the time it didn’t seem like enough.
I racked my brain: I had delivered dinners

when they were hungry; I had visited in the
hospital; I even had an alternative treatment
center on speed dial in Dallas. But now that
Quinn was gone, I was clueless and bereft and
had no idea what to do or what Cathy was
going through. I was scared of all the things I
didn’t know. So I did what I always do in such
cases: I searched the Internet. GriefHaven soon
came up on my radar, an organization
dedicated to supporting grieving parents. Susan
Whitmore, the organization’s founder, took my
call. Little did I know how informative and
powerful that call would be. Susan’s only child,
Erika, had died of a rare cancer ten years
earlier. Susan answered every “what if”
question I had about what to say and what to
do and what to expect. Empowered by her
unique knowledge and grace, I was able to be
there for Cathy when she needed me most.
Although I’ll never have the honor of meeting
Erika, her beauty and generosity surely shine

on through her mother’s life-saving work. 
Unfortunately, almost all of Cathy’s dearest

friends did not reach out and contact Susan,
despite my suggestion to do so. Instead, they
relied on instinct or past grieving experiences,
none dealing with the death of a child, to guide
them. The results were heartbreaking. It was
hard enough to watch Cathy struggle to find a
reason to get out of bed every day, but to see
other people add insult to her injury was
infuriating. I have since learned that these types
of things happen regularly to grieving mothers
and fathers. How sad when it could so easily be
avoided. Here are a few examples of what
Cathy encountered: 

– Cathy could not bear to return to their
home where Quinn died, so she and Paul lived
with a friend for six months. With their world
in complete disarray, they randomly came
across a home for sale that was a fantastic deal
and perfect for them, so they quickly
purchased it before anyone else did. Their
“real estate” cousins, who had been by their
side during Quinn’s illness, were furious.
Why? Because Cathy and Paul did not go
through them to search for a house and broker
a deal. The cousins expressed their anger
directly to Cathy and Paul and then cut off all
contact, leaving them even more alone. 

– At Quinn’s memorial service, clearly one of
the worst days in Cathy and Paul’s lives,
Cathy’s ex-boss offered these words of
comfort, “Now [that Quinn is gone] it will be
like a second honeymoon for you and Paul.” 

– After Quinn’s death, Cathy would break
down at the mere sight of a stroller or anything
having to do with children. She rarely left the
house. The woman who was Cathy’s best
friend contacted Cathy regularly and, despite
being asked politely not to do so, continually
updated Cathy on what her children were

Five Little Ducks
Five little ducks
Went out one day
Over the hill and far away
Mother duck said
“Quack, quack, quack, quack.”
But only four little ducks came back.

Sad mother duck
Went out one day
Over the hill and far away
The sad mother duck said
“Quack, quack, quack.”
And all of the five little ducks came back.
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“It’s no great heroic deed what I’m doing. It just feels epic because 
my friend’s loss is so devastating. It’s not heroic to treat another

person the way you would want to be treated.”
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To share your thoughts on this article, please click here. We would love to hear from you.

person the way you would want to be treated.
Cathy wakes up each day and grieves Quinn’s
death. She then has to figure out how to live
yet another day without Quinn, how to honor
the grief within her, as exhausting as it is, and
how to rebuild her life without Quinn. That is
heroic. That is true strength. Making the effort
to respect her grieving process and honor her
beautiful child is the very least we can do.
If you are a close friend of a grieving parent,

I beg you to take these words to heart. If you
know a close friend of a grieving parent, I urge
you to pass this article along to them. It may
be the greatest act of kindness you will ever
do. And please tell them to reach out to
griefHaven to find out what to say and do.
That is the best gift of true love and
friendship—learning how to support someone
in the most loving and respectful ways
possible. In that way, you are a part of the
healing process. 

doing, how her children were doing, and what
their daily activities were. Cathy asked this
friend to hold the updates until a later time
when she could handle hearing them without
falling apart. That request was ignored and
continues causing Cathy additional sadness. 

– When I asked a dear friend not to mention
to Cathy a playdate our children had just had
because it would upset her, the friend said
that it’s best not to coddle Cathy—that she
needs to know that life goes on and that there
is a world out there. Her comment was
definitive, as if she knew what was best for
Cathy. This is the opposite of what I’ve learned
from the experts.

– A very close friend was upset because she
wasn’t included in the early months of Cathy’s
grieving the way she wanted or expected to
be. When suggestions were made regarding
how to honor Cathy’s grieving process and
how to best support her, she bristled. Instead
of celebrating the opportunity to get it right,
she disappeared from Cathy’s life. She said she
just needed something “more” from Cathy
and time to “process” Cathy’s requests before
she could lend further support. 

– Cathy finds it easier to share with some
people more than others. I understand this is
completely normal for grieving parents. Some
of Cathy’s friends upon learning that she had
seen other people (and not them) became
upset and offended. Why do people take such
a thing personally instead of being thrilled
that Cathy has made a connection that is
helping her? It so often becomes about “them”
and how “they” feel instead of about Cathy
and what she needs.

– Good friends, not just casual acquaintances,
completely disappeared and offered no
contact or support whatsoever. 
Each week when I visit with Cathy, I cringe

when she tells me stories like
these. I can’t believe that her
suffering is being compounded by
close friends. It is especially
painful when I know that it took
exactly one Internet search and
one phone call to griefHaven for
me to educate myself.  It’s the vital
link between parents who are
grieving a loss and people who are
at a loss for what to say or do.
Susan literally, word by word, told
me what to say and what not to
say. And she was correct. Once
you know, it makes so much
sense.  
But it’s not just the words that

people need. We don’t discuss death
as a society. Instead, we suppress all
feelings related to it, especially if it
is the death of a child. That’s
another reason people don’t show
up or explore the issues. The idea of
inviting this dark place into our
lives by being with someone who has been given
no choice but to be there is a completely foreign
and scary concept to many. Very few people
have ever seen anyone actually “be there” for a
grieving parent, so we have no role models. We
are at a complete loss how to exist in that
space, so we imagine the worst.     I will say
something stupid and cause more pain;   I will not
know what to do when they cry; I will cry; I can’t
fix anything, so why bother; I don’t want to go
there; I will not be a source of comfort because I
bring such anxiety and fear to the table. I was
going through all of those scenarios in my head,
and then I spoke to Susan who assuaged my
fears and let me know that griefHaven was a
safe place of support and information for me,
for Cathy, and for other confused and stunned
friends.
It’s no great heroic deed what I’m doing. It

just feels epic because my friend’s loss is so
devastating. It’s not heroic to treat another

Quinn

http://www.griefhaven.org/shareyourideas.shtml
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1. GET HELP NOW—There is a way that
works and a way that doesn’t work when
supporting your grieving friend. You most likely
have no idea what does work. How can you
know? But there are those who do know, so
contact someone who can enlighten you. If you
have done something that has hurt your friend,
instead of reacting negatively, which only makes
matters worse, contact someone who can tell
you how to get it right. GriefHaven.org is a
great place to start. See a grief counselor. Read a
book. Do what you have to do to be there for
your friend, and get the support you need in
the process. No one expects you to know how,
but finding out is so easy.

2. STOP, LOOK, AND LISTEN —
STOP and think before speaking to your

friend. Realize that you do not need to “fix”
your friend because there is nothing wrong
with her. She is grieving, and that is what she
needs to do. That grief goes on for a very long
time. I learned that most parents cry every
day for a year or more. Resist the urge to fill
the silence with chatter. A simple, “I’m so
sorry” is often best. Your friendship and
presence mean everything. Take it in and just
be in that sad space as your friend grieves.
Don’t try to talk your friend out of how she
feels or point out all of the good things in life.
Just let it be. She will eventually find her way.
LOOK around. If you are visiting your

grieving friend, what is around you that might
be a hurtful reminder? A car seat? Then remove
it before you arrive. If she is coming to your
home, ask her ahead of time if there is anything
you can do to make her visit a little easier, such
as put toys away or have a photo of your friend’s
child out. I was told that it is a good idea to ask
your friend if there is anything she would like. If
she says she doesn’t know, then give her some
specific options. Just know that she will
appreciate the fact that you cared enough to ask.  
LISTEN to what your friend has to say

about her grief and her child. Don’t point out
all of the good things about her life or her child
when she’s sharing. Don’t change the subject
because you are uncomfortable or think talking

about something else will help her. Having you
there listening is what helps her. Let her cry,
and, if it comes up naturally for you, you cry
too. I’ve learned that parents are not upset
when someone cries when in their presence.
The fact that you are there for them is what is
important. They need their friends and loved
ones now more than ever before.

3. REALIZE IT’S NOT PERSONAL —
The rules have changed. This is not your old
friendship, and it is not an equal friendship.
Their child died; yours is alive and healthy.
They need time to process, and they need
your support. You give; they receive. You have
other friends that can fill your “normal”
friendship needs. This is not the time nor the
place to put your needs first. Rise above! One
day, they might want to talk to Friend A but
not Friend B. Celebrate the fact that they are
connecting with someone…anyone.    

4. STAY IN THEIR LIVES — Let them
know you are thinking about them on a regular
basis. Even if you can’t visit, a simple text to say
you are thinking of them and that you love
them will mean a lot. Cathy wasn’t up for visits
or calls at all, but a loving thought was always

welcomed. An example might be, “I’m just
checking in and wanted you to know I was
thinking about you” or “I love you. I love
Quinn.” If they share something painful and
you don’t know what to say, try “I’m so sorry.”
Don’t avoid connecting for days or weeks. 

5. SAY GOOD-BYE TO EVERY
PLATITUDE YOU EVER LEARNED —
Those platitudes that are way overused and
do not help even a little bit need to be erased
from all of our memories. Comments like,
“She’s in a better place,” “Time heals all
wounds,” “You need to get out and stay
busy,” and “At least she’s not in pain
anymore” only add heartache to an already
broken heart. If you speak from a loving and
compassionate place, you will be in safe
territory. For instance, you can say, “Just
thinking of you,” “I cannot imagine how you
feel,” “My heart breaks for you,” “I wish I
knew what to say or do, but I don’t,” and
“Even though I don’t know what to say or do,
I don’t want to avoid you for fear of saying or
doing the wrong thing.” Most parents love
hearing that you care, that you don’t know
what to say, or that you are thinking of them
and their child.
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ten commandments for close friends 
of newly grieving parents by margaret balian
This is what I’ve learned about supporting grieving parents, and I am so glad that I have.

Paul, Cathy, and Quinn
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6. AVOID OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS —
We tend to ask open ended questions without
even thinking, because that is the way we are
used to communicating. But this is different.
Instead, ask specific questions. For instance,
imagine how the question How are you? feels to
a parent whose child has died. That question
can cause so much stress for someone living
this nightmare. The reaction most parents have
to that question is,“How am I? I am in hell and
want to kill myself, that is how I am,” or “Do
you really want to know how I am?” Instead,
try saying something more specific and simple
such as, “If you are up to it, tell me what you
did today.” Make it easier for them to connect
with you and tell you as much or as little as
they want.

7. YOU DO THE
WORK TO CONNECT —
For instance, if you want to
see your friend and do
something for her, instead of
asking her what she wants or
needs, you can simply
suggest doing what you
think might be helpful, such
as baking or offering to run
to the store or doing
laundry. If you want to see
them, instead of asking if it
would be okay, try, “I’d like
to come by this Wednesday
at 7:00. Does that work for
you?” They can easily say no
if they are not up to it. But
push on. YOU make the
commitment first, and keep
making it. They are in shock
and trying to pick up the
pieces of the life they used to
have. It’s a lifelong process. 

8. RECOGNIZE THAT BEING
UNCOMFORTABLE IS OKAY — It’s not
easy to be with someone who is in the worst
pain imaginable. Nothing about this is easy. Yet
it’s not even close to what the parent is feeling.
So it’s okay if you feel awkward or
uncomfortable when with your friend. Those
uncomfortable feelings are soon replaced with
deep feelings of compassion and gratitude the
more time you spend with your friend. Not
only will you help them, but they will help you!
And I’ve been told by specialists that Cathy’s
suffering will not always be as intense as it is
now. I believe that is true, especially as she
receives the kind of love and support she needs. 

9. LEAVE YOUR BUSY LIFE AT THE
DOOR — Not being in touch with your
friend for a length of time, and then letting
her know that it was because you had been “so
busy,” is readily experienced as one of the
greatest hurts. Think about it. What could
you possibly be doing that makes you so busy
that you can’t contact your grieving friend for
a minute or send a thoughtful text or email
message? They see through the excuses
anyway. Instead, even though you might feel
very busy, take that minute to touch in. It will
be so appreciated. 

10. EMBRACE YOUR FRIEND —
Embrace the new friendship you can have and

are developing with your
friend. She will never be the
same person again. How can
she be? Her child has died, and
tragedy always changes
everything. Instead of judging
her or acting as if you know
what she should or should not
be doing, love her in every
moment she is struggling to
make sense of what has
happened to her child and to
her life, overlook the upsetting
things she might say or do in
the midst of her suffering, and
know that, as you walk
alongside her during her
lifelong journey, she will
become one of the most dear
friends you have ever known.
She was always your dear
friend, and now you can grow
as friends again together to an
even deeper level of friendship.
I know that is what I am going
to do. I hope you will join me.
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“Do what you have to do to be there for your friend, 

and get the support you need in the process. No one expects 

you to know how, but finding out is so easy.”
To share your thoughts on this article, please click here. We would love to hear from you.

http://www.griefhaven.org/shareyourideas.shtml


Barber is a minister, a licensed
professional counselor, and certified in
Thanatology (the specialized study of
death, dying, and bereavement) through
the Association for Death Education
and Counseling (ADEC).
He served six years as a hospice

bereavement coordinator; twelve years
as a grief support group facilitator in
Dallas, Fort Worth and Arlington; and
four years as the director of counseling
and grief support for ChristianWorks
for Children in Dallas.
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changing how you view grief

»To contact the author Larry M. Barber, LPC-S:
lbarber@christian-works.org

Understanding the true nature of grief can often provide additional support to the person who is
grieving. At its core, grief is the continued expression of love for the person who died. Even though
someone we love has died, it doesn’t mean that our love has died—it hasn’t, and it never will. It also
doesn’t mean that our relationship with that person ceases to exist as part of our every-day lives. What it
does mean is that the relationship changes. As grievers, we can create healthy, new, and healing
relationships with our loved ones who have died. 
Larry Barber knows these truths first-hand. In 1993, his thirty-seven-year-old wife Cindy and two-

year-old daughter Katie died from injuries suffered in a traffic accident in Arlington, Texas. Larry was
left behind to raise his two surviving children, nine-year-old Sarah and 12-year-old Christian. It was
his personal grief journey and learning from thousands of other mourners about their grief insights and
breakthroughs that inspired him to write Love Never Dies.  
“Grief is the natural response to the loss of a loved one,” Larry says, “Grief is not abnormal. Grief

is not an illness to be cured or recovered from, a disorder to be diagnosed and treated, a problem to
be corrected, or a sin that demands repentance. Understanding these truths about the nature of
grief frees the mourner from seeing grief as an odious responsibility to be endured or avoided.”
Love Never Dies is a beautiful book that will help anyone who wants to gain a greater

understanding of the grief they are feeling and various ways of supporting themselves in the
process. Larry Barber not only talks the talk, but he also walks the walk.

R E C O M M E N D E D  R E A D

Larry and Cindy

Christian, Larry and Sarah

Larry Barber

Love Never Dies: Embracing Grief with Hope
and Promise, a practical, down-to-earth survival
guide that helps mourners, caregivers and
helping professionals understand the nature and
purpose of grief. Through the personal grief and
life-changing insights of the author, his
thousands of grief clients, and fellow mourners
the reader learns that there is: 
• HOPE  for today and the future
• PROMISE that the resources needed to get
through grief are available

Those grief insights include:
• Grief is the expression of love for the person
who has died. Mourners do not need to be
fixed, cured, diagnosed, pitied or corrected.
• Healthy grief embraces the loss experience.
Grief serves a purpose. Avoiding grief delays
healing.
• Maintaining a relationship with the person
who has died is healthy and healing.
Mourners do not have to “let go” of their
loved one in order to progress successively
in their grief.  

Love Never Dies: Embracing Grief with Hope
and Promise is available online at Amazon.com,
Barnes & Noble, Xulon Publishing, and at your
local bookstore. 

To share your thoughts on this article, please click here. We would love to hear from you.

http://www.griefhaven.org/shareyourideas.shtml
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The date was October 23, 2005. The last
day I saw my son alive. I can still clearly see
him as he drove down the driveway of our
country home, his left arm waving goodbye
from outside the driver’s side window, and his
I love you floating back to me over the sound
of crunching tires on gravel. That last
moment with my son is indelibly etched in
my being. My son, John Coggins.
Our family had spent the weekend at our

farmhouse in the country, and everyone was
headed back to the city except me. I'd made a
last-minute decision to stay another night. I
was awakened the following morning by a
knock on my bedroom door. It frightened me
because I was alone in the house and it was
still dark outside. Relief washed over me when
I saw it was my husband, Kim. Immediately I
sensed it, and that is when the moment
changed from relief to horror before Kim had
said one word. That look on his face. My
vision narrowed to pinpoints, and my knees
buckled. I was already falling to the floor
when he grabbed me and said the words no
mother or father should ever have to hear:
“John is dead.” 
And so the journey of grief began.  
Our son, John Coggins, was 17-and-a-half

when he died from an accidental drug
overdose. A visiting relative had left his
prescription in our guest bathroom. The label
on the bottle read Oxycontin. We later found
out that, when John saw the bottle, he reached
inside and simply plucked one out.
Unbeknownst to him, the prescription bottle
contained a plethora of drugs, which was later
revealed to us to be Methadone, Xanax,
Oxycontin, Morphine and Trazodone. The pill
John took out of the bottle was not Oxycontin
but was a 100 mg. Morphine tablet. 
It goes without saying that John should not

have stolen a prescription pill that was not

his; however, I am certain—
in his 17-year-old way of
thinking—he thought
taking one Oxycontin would
be no big deal. Yet…that
one little pill ended his life. 
Parents often talk about

knowing beforehand that
something was amiss with
their child, but I had no
mysterious premonitions
that my beloved son was in
danger and no maternal
instinct woke me in the
middle of the night. Life left
John’s beautiful blue eyes as I
slept peacefully in the early
morning hours of October
24, 2005.
John was our only child,

and we adored him. He was
a happy baby, a
rambunctious toddler, and
he developed a funny sense
of humor early on. His antics, actions, and
words kept us laughing for all of his 17 years.
He used to play his guitar and sing funny
songs about me that he made up as he played.
Anyone who knew John knew that he could
squeeze the joy out of every moment in life
and that his joy was infectious. He was
affectionate, loyal, sensitive, loving, and
blessed with many friends who loved him. He
never outgrew his affection toward me the
way many adolescent boys do. John never left
the house, even in the company of his guy
friends, without hugging, kissing, and telling
me he loved me. I am so thankful our last
words to each other were, “I love you.” John
and I were always exceptionally close, and I
am God-blessed for those memories. 
John and his dad had a very close bond,

and they shared a love of many common
interests, including music, sports, adventure,
cars, skiing, and, especially, their annual
Summer father/son trips. His dad called him
his “golden son,” and those words truly
captured his heart about his only child. The
night John died, he and his dad were talking
about John’s future and where it would lead.
His father’s last words to him were, “I’m so
proud of you, son. I love you.” John’s last
words to him were, “I love you, Dad.”  What
a gift they gave each other. 
Walking into our home, you’d never know

John was an only child because it was
constantly filled with his school and
neighborhood friends—friends coming by to
go swimming, fishing, canoeing, hitting balls
in the batting cage, playing paintball in the
woods, shooting hoops, playing pool or ping-
pong, practicing music in the basement, or
sharing meals. Our house was open to all of
his friends, and we loved the laughter, fun,
and music their presence created. John made
our lives so rich and meaningful. So the same
missed opportunities that belonged to John,
graduating from high school, going to college,
starting a career, getting married, having
children, living a long, full, loving life, are also
missed opportunities for all who loved him.
Much of my future was looking forward to
watching my son grow into the man he was
meant to be and the life he was meant to live. 
It’s been six years since John’s death, and I

still struggle with finding my way in this
world without him. Losing a child is such a
multi-dimensional grief. I had to grieve the
loss of every relationship in my life, to some
extent, because I was not the same person I
was before John died. In the end, I’m blessed
with a handful of friends who continue to love
and support me throughout this messy walk
with grief—friends who love me
unconditionally and who don’t try to rush my
grief or tell me how they think I should be

play on, john!
by vicki coggins
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John Coggins

“John made our

lives so rich and

meaningful.”
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grieving or “getting over it” and who don’t
upset me with meaningless platitudes of “John
would want you to be happy,” “John’s in a
better place,”  or “God must have needed
another angel in heaven.” I’m blessed with a
family who has loved me, fought for me, and
taken care of me in the darkest hours of my
life. If anything could be taken from John’s
death and made positive, it would be the closer
relationship I have with my family: my mother,
stepfather, sisters, nephews, niece, and their
children. I lost my faith in God for months
following my son’s death, but I ultimately
found that God was the greatest comfort in my
prayers and pleas for release from the deep,
black pit of grief.  He restored my brokenness
and put the pieces of my shattered heart back
together. I cherish my closer relationship with
God and the hope it gives me.

play on, john!
by vicki coggins, in loving memory of my son, john coggins

He lived his life moving to music of his own making—an unfinished  symphony.
The notes of his seventeen years are etched in my heart, 
A place I return to again and again to hear his sweet refrain. 

He lived life laughing and daring to dream for the adventure of being alive; 
The world was wide open to him, waiting
To share his passion for life, love, and whatever his heart longed for. 

He danced with wildness, abandon.
He seemed to forget the limitations of being human.
Over and over, I cautioned him to be careful,
But he just laughed, took my hand, and asked me to join him.

He could find beauty in an ugly, grey day.
Once the rain stopped, he’d stand
In the soft, shining light filtering through the clouds,
Throw his arms out, face to the sky,
And shout, “Thanks for the God rays, you guys up there!”

God reached down from heaven
And took John’s hand one dark October night.
His soul soared ever upward,
His beloved guitar taking the ride with him.

Play on, John! You’ve found heaven,
Now sing me the way home.
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Top: Kim and John;
Bottom: Vicki and John

“Im blessed with a

handful of friends who 

don’t try to rush my 

grief or tell me how 

they think I should 

be grieving.”
To share your thoughts on this article, please
click here. We would love to hear from you.

http://www.griefhaven.org/shareyourideas.shtml
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children grieve too
by lauren schneider,lcsw

R E C O M M E N D E D  R E A D

This is a must-have book for anyone who
needs to understand how children grieve and
how to support children who are grieving
(which is probably just about all of us). It is the
perfect book for  parents, siblings, aunts,
uncles, other family, friends, colleagues,
students, and professionals. It is laid out in a
simple format for easy reference, and we at
griefHaven regularly quote Lauren’s wisdom
and give her book to families in need.
Here is an overview of Children Grieve Too

and where you may order it.
Children Grieve Too contains tried and true

guidelines for parents or guardians to use
during the critical first years following the death
of a parent or sibling. Through real life
examples, the reader will gain insight into the
thoughts of grieving children as they grapple
with the challenges of life without their loved
one. The concise, user friendly format offers
foolproof suggestions for handling life’s most
relevant challenges that parents face as the
family moves through their grieving process
toward hope and healing.

To order this book, please visit 
www.griefhaven.org/products_books_grief.shtml
$9.95 per copy with volume discounts available

To share your thoughts on
this article, please click
here. We would love to

hear from you.

Lauren Schneider, LCSW

http://www.griefhaven.org/shareyourideas.shtml
www.griefhaven.org/products_books_grief.shtml
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Thank You To The Pacific Palisades Jr. Women’s Club
For The Generous Grant Of $3,318

AND 
Thanks to so many of you...

griefHaven receives a fund-raising check in the amount of 
$617.86 from the Pacific Palisades Yogurt Shoppe

Thanks to Clive Owens and Kevin Sabin!
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griefHaven receives its first grant!

Clive Owen (owner), Susan Whitmore, Kevin Sabin (owner) Susan Whitmore, Founder & President, griefHaven
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we would love 
to hear from you!

Please contact us at griefHaven by email, letter or phone

We would love to hear from parents, 
siblings, family members, and specialists. 

Would you like to contribute to a future newsletter? 

Do you have an idea of something griefHaven can do 
or provide that will help others on this grief journey? 

Do you know someone who would like to contribute?

Would you just like to share something privately?

griefHaven
15532 Antioch Street

Suite 147
Pacific Palisades, CA  90272

310-459-1789

hope@griefHaven.org

www.griefHaven.org

Remember: We need sibling stories, poetry, artwork, or anything a brother or sister is willing to share. Any age is great!

where hope resides

Follow us to find out what we are doing, where we will be when, 
and the exciting and interesting things happening at griefHaven.
PLUS Share your child with the world by adding your child’s photo.
facebook.com/griefHaven

Anyone can afford to have this special tribute book, as griefHaven is offering each book at cost. What a
special way to honor your child. Let’s make the Living Library full of the memories of our beautiful children.

http://www.griefhaven.org/doors.html
https://www.facebook.com/griefHaven
https://www.facebook.com/griefHaven

